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BEFORE YOU START YOUR CHOREMASTER

DO THESE THINGS
1- Check oil in crank case of motor (See Engine Booklet).

2 - Check oil in transmission of tractor (See instructions under "Lubrication", page 3 of this
book).

3 - Fill the gas tank with regular, unleaded gasoline.

4 - Open needle valve.on sediment bulb under gas tank so gas can flow into engine.

DON'T EVER DO THESE THINGS
1- Don't run the engine in a closed room for any length of time. Carbon monoxide fumes are

dangerous.

2 - Don't fill the gas tank when the engine is running.

3 - Don't spill gasoline on the engine when the engine is hot.

4 - Don't run the engine or the Choremaster transmission without oil.

5 - Don't start the engine with the clutch lever released; it should always be compressed and held
in place by the ratchet lock.
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INTRODUCTION
This book has been especially prepared to acquaint the new CHOREMASTER user with his new Precision
Built Choremaster Garden Tractor.

There is only one way to operate this Garden Tractor, "The Right Way." This book tells you how.

Guessing how to run it may cause failure to receive the maximum in performance and dependable service
originaily Quilt into this tractor. Each tractor has been carefully tested and adjusted at the factory before
packing for shipment. and if correctly operated will perform efficiently and economically. We ask that you
read this book before you operate your CHOREMASTER.

GENERAL
The CHOREMASTER Garden Tractor is a precision built unit produced by the Lodge & Shipley Company,
world famous manufacturer of the finest machine tools.

This tractor is a one-wheel unit powered by a 1I/2 horsepower 4-cycle engine, with speed controlled by a throttle
on the handle, and a governor set to prevent excessive speed.

The unit includes a two quart capacity gas tank with a larger tank available at a small extra cost. A V-Belt
drive is used to drive from the motor to a totally enclosed, precision machined, worm and wheel drive trans-
mission. Finger tip control is a feature of the CHORE MASTER, due to the heat treated and hardened jaw-
tooth type clutch. This clutch is totally enclosed by the hub. This hub is adapted to a 14" O.D. tire with a
demountable nm.

The tractor. at ground level. has a row clearance of 4I/2"; at 6I/2" above the ground it has a 10" row clearance,
'and from 8" to 2-t" above the ground row clearance is 14".

There are two power take offs. One is from the high speed sheave on the motor with a range of (2000-3200)
RP.M .. the other take-off is from the axle shaft obtained by; removing the small round cap and attaching a
left hand stud and sprocket thus obtaining (40-64) R.P.M.

All attachments are mounted either from the motor mount (front), or from the rear crass member. Grass cut-
ting attachments. such as sickle bar, rotary mower, reel-type mower, and leveling plow, attach to the front
(Motor Mount). All cultivating tools, such as duck feet, sweeps, spring tines, hoes, etc., attach to the rear main
bracket and adjustable rear side mounting brackets by clips which take 3/4" standards.

SIZE
The complete unit. less handle bars. when packed for domestic shipment, is 29" long, 161/2" wide and 28" high.
The handle bars are 42I/2" long and 37" high when the CHOREMASTER is resting on hand drop stand.

The net weight of the tractor is less than one hundred pounds without attachments. The handles are shipped
separately in burlap bag.

ENGINE
The engine used is a 1V2 Horsepower 4-cycle Clinton or Briggs and Stratton, with speed range of 2000 to 3200
R.P.M., reduced by a 50-1 reduction which provides a tractor walking speed of 13/4to 2% miles per hour. These
engines use regular gas with no oil dilution for lubrication. Crank case capacity is one pint of oil. See Engine
Instruction Manual for correct grade of oil for varying temperature conditions. The engine is. air-cooled. The
gas tank is mounted between the handle bars and engine, and has a two quart capacity. Gasoline is gravity-fed
to the engine.
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LUBRICATION I

IF YOU HAVE A CLINTON ENGINE
Read the instructions under "Briefing the Operator - Things to Remember" for engine maintenance, oiling
instructions, etc., in the "Clinton Engine Operating and Repair Instruction" booklet supplied with each Chore-
master, If you did not receive one with your Choremaster, or have lost it, get another One from your dealer.

To adjust the carburetor or governor, see instructions in the same booklet.

Note the Instructions for Engine maintenance.

IF YOU HAVE A BRIGGS·STRATTON ENGINE
Read Pages 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the Briggs and Stratton "Operating and Maintenance Manual." If you did not re-
ceive one of these booklets with your Choremaster, or have lost it, get another from your dealer.

DRIVE
The drive is of the worm and wheel type with anti-friction combined radial and thrust bearings. Lubrication
consists of % pint of SAE-90 Hypoid gear oil. The worm shaft is driven by a "V" Belt, which runs in a 2%"
diameter motor pulley to a 5I/2" diameter pulley. The hardened axle runs in lubricated bronze bearings.

CONTROLS
The speed of the engine is controlled by means of a throttle lever located on the right handle bar. This lever
is connected to the carburetor by means of a flexible steel tube with a section of piano wire threaded through it.
The wire is fastened to the carburetor on one end and the throttle lever on the other. In this way, the operator
can increase or decrease the speed of the motor .at will by adjusting the throttle lever with the fingers of his
right hand without taking his hand off the handle grip. (See "Handle Assembly" sheet for correct assembly).

The dutch is controlled by a lever and ratchet lock, pinned to the left handle bar. The clutch is of the three-jaw
hardened, spring loaded type connected by a rod from the lever in the left hand handle bar to theedutch COn-

trol finger on the left hand bracket. The ratchet lock holds the dutch out of engagement when the unit is' not
in operation, In order to engage the clutch, release the ratchet lock and the spring loaded dutch will auto-
matically engage itself for forward motion. Clutch adjustment is obtained by removing cotter pin and washer
from clevis pin and the clevis pin in clutch lever on handle bar and turning rod elockwise to tighten dutch or
counter-Clockwise to loosen clutch. The clutch mechanism should be adjusted at intervals for continuedeflkient
operation.

MISCELLANEOUS
The handle bars are ·removed by loosening Allen screw located in the Left Hand and Right Hand side brackets,
and disconnecting the gas control wire and Clutch rod. The handle bars can t1!en be removed from the side
brackets, being removed for the sole purpose of shipping or winter storing. (Allen wrench is supplied with unit).

The stand for the unit is located under the motor mount, being in this location for the purpose of adjusting tools
when on level flooring or ground, and also for storage. The resting stand can be effectively tightened by striking
the curved horizontal sections between the two ground contact points with a hammer.

The tire rim is of the demountable type, two piece steel rim, bolted together with three %" bolts and attached
to the hub with three 3/8" studs and nuts. Proper inflation of the tire depends on the use of the tractor. Proper
minimum is 15 lbs., maximum 35 lbs. Where considerable traction is required, such as plowing, use 15 lbs.. For
average operation use 25 lbs.

After several months' use the "V" driving belt may become loose. This is tightened by loosening the four bolts
holding the engine to the motor mount andsliding the engine to the left, tightening the bolts.

'To lubricate the Choremaster:

1- Remove the upper of the two pipe plugs in the cover plate on the right side housingrred casting with Lodge
&;-,Shipleyname). Pour in SAE-90 oil until it runs out this hole. Check oil every 10 hours of service. Your
dealer can supply this oil. (To drain oil, remove lower plug.)

2 - Use good fibre grease in Alemite gun and force two shots into Alemitefitting on left end of axle every ten
hours of service.

3 - Use a few drops of heavy oil or grease occasionally on dutch finger .and groove of axle hub.
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A ttochments'
Various attachments have been designed to op-

erate with the Choremaster and more will be

forthcoming as products and materials become

available. Ke.ep in touch with your dealer. .He

will tell you about these new attachments and

the many chores which they will master for you.

Front A ttuchments
Beneath the motor mount bracket at "A" in the picture above are two grooves on each side of the motor mount.
These grooves receive the various attachments which connect to the front of the "CHOREMASTER." Some
attachments use a single groove on each side; other attachments use both grooves on each side.

18" Reel Type M~wer
Attach the U-shaped cross bar to the lawn mower by
springing the ends of the bar over the pins on the
inside of the lawn mower. Put washers and cotter
pins in place on the lawn mower to hold the bar
firmly in' position. After this cross bar is once assem-
bled to the mower it is never necessary to remove it.

To attach this mower to the Choremaster, place the
mower in front of the Choremaster power unit. Raise
the stand to a horizontal position. Then roll the power
unit forward and locate it on the mower cross bar
using the back grooves i,!; the ~ mount. Push
bolts through the two holes in the cross bar and thru
the holes in the motor mount grooves. Place lock-
washers --aTrd-'nuts on each of the two bolts and

tighten with a wrench.
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Universal Lawn Mower A ttachment With
Stant!lIrt! Hant! Mower

To attach most standard hand operated lawn mowers to the Choremaster, the following steps are required. Remove
the handle from the hand lawn mower by removing the Cotter Pins which attach the lower ends of the handles to the
mower. Next, place the side members ("A" in the accompanying photo) on the same pins from which you removed

the handles, holding in place with washers and
cotter pins. Then attach the side brackets "B" by
means of two bolts and nuts in each. The cross bar
"C" is then inserted thru the two side brackets. In
setting up this assembly, try to get the cross bar as
close as possible to the reel of the mower. When the
assembly is completed, test it for proper connection
to the unit as in the instructions in the preceding
paragraph on the mounting of the "18" Reel Type
Mower". Several things should be borne in mind in
setting up this arrangement; viz. the Chorernaster
power unit should, when the unit. is attached, be on
approximately the same level with the ground as when
the power unit is resting on its own stand, and
secondly, the closer the power unit can be connected
to the mower, the nicer the balance will be and the
better the whole unit will operate. Use either the
front or rear grooves under the motor mount, which-
ever are more suitable. (Rear grooves are preferable.)

•
c
/

,

Leveling Plow lor
Ioi/ant! Snow

••To attach the Leveling Plow first remove the "U"
shaped stand that supports the front end of the
power unit. This is done by merely pulling one side
of the stand near the point where it swivels in. the
motor mount casting. When the lug is pulled out of
the hole, the stand can easily be removed. Set the
Leveling Plow attachment directly in front of the
unit with the blade end away from the, unit. Roll
the Chorernaster power unit up to the two tubes on
the back of the Leveling Plow and rest the two
double grooves of the motor mount on the Leveling
Plow tubes. Insert four bolts thru the tubes and thru
the holes in the motor mount grooves. Place lock
washers and nuts on each of toe bolts and tighten
with a wrench.
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Other Front A ttllchments
Other front attachments which become available following the completion of experiments will, until the next- -
edition of this booklet, have installation instructions right with the attachment. Save these special instruction
sheets and insert them in this booklet.

RellrA ttachments
The rear cross member of the Choremaster has a square hole tN) which is designed to receive the attachments. This

square hole is an elongated square tube. Attachment brackets are held in the correct position in this tube by
means of a hole thru the tube which matches anyone of a number of holes in the attachment bracket. A special
pin is inserted thru this hole which maintains the attachment bracket at the desired height above the ground.
Many of the ground engaging tools also are arranged for individual height adjustment. Before using the unit for
cultivating, adjust tire scraper blade on rear cross member to clean tire as required for your particular soil
condition.

Rellr Mllin Braekets IInd Side Brtukets
Q

j In order to use cultivating tools, it is necessary to

obtain a rear main bracket "P" and rear side brackets

"Q". The method of attaching these brack~ts is shown

in the accompanying picture. The rear main bracket

is located with a pin and the rear side brackets are

held in place with screws. The side brackets are

adjustable on the main bracket, so that it is possible

to cultivate varying widths of rows.

Clips
Clips "R" are used to hold various ground engaging
tools. All clips take the same size standards and all

standards are the same size. The clip slips over the

br~cket and the ground engaging tool standard is in-

serted thru the hole in the clip. The screw in the clip is

tightened which securely holds the standard in place.
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. Dutk Feet
The duck foot which is available from the stock of your Choremaster dealer is one of the most scientifically
designed cultivating tools on the market. You will find that this tool is better than any other similar implement
on the market today. It will break more soil with less drag. As many as five of these ,duck feet can be used
at one time. They are attached to the brackets in the shape of a "V", one goes in the center of the rear main
bracket and two are attached on each side bracket.

Note illustration of duck feet attached to Choremaster, page 6.

Hoes
A pair of hoes is installed, one on each bracket. Each

is set so that the long blade is almost parallel with

the ground. The pointed edge of the hoe should be

turned down to dig into the ground slightly. To

cultivate narrow rows, place one hoe ~tandard (fas-

tened with the clip to side bracket) slightly ahead of

, the position of the other hoe standard on the other

side bracket. Thus, the pair of hoes will slightly

overlap, one being somewhat ahead of the other. To

cultivate wider rows, use a duck foot or a sweep

attached to the center of the rear main bracket with

a clip, and locate the hoes wider apart. Hoes will cut
.'

off the weeds at the roots and the sun will do the rest.

Sweeps,
A sweep is a large duck foot. It will break up more

soil than a duck foot, but it cannot be used for as

deep cultivation as the duck foot. The sweep should

be used for wide, shallow cultivation. This tool can

be reversed on the standard, to make a furrowing tool.
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Bull Tongue Plow
Attach one or two bull tongue or calf tongue plows

by clips to rear side brackets. In plowing with these

tools, have the wheel of the Choremaster tracking on

unplowed ground to obtain the greatest amount of

pulling power. With this type of plow, you can break

soil to a depth of six inches.

Otller Reor A ttecbments
Other rear attachments which become available following the completion of experiments will, until the next

edition of this booklet, have installation instructions with the attachment. Save these special instruction sheets

and insert them in this booklet.

A ccessarles
MERCURY CLUTCH

The Mercury Clutch is an automatic clutch which permits the starting of the engine and running of the engine

at speeds less than 1600 R.P.M. without having the sheave on the motor shaft turn. It is particularly useful

when using attachments, such as the Sickle Bar, Power Driven Reel Type Mower, Seeder and other attachments

which use a power take-off since the power driven attachment can be 'hopped without stopping the engine;

likewise, the engine can be started without starting the power driven attachment.

"The Mercury Clutch is actuated by the centrifugal force of a column of mercury, operating against friction

plates which in turn, bear against the housing frame which is integral with the drive pulley.

The Clutch engages at 1900 R.P.M. when accelerating the engine and cuts out at 1600 R.P.M. when decelerating

the engine.

The Mercury Clutch should give trouble-free performance and under no circumstances should it ever be oiled.
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Service .In/ormation •

For information regarding service and parts, see your dealer. Keep in touch with your dealer and he will in-

form you of any new attachments which are available, so that your Choremaster can master still more chores.

Guarantee
Enclosed with this booklet is your guarantee. Attached to this guarantee card is a business reply card which

will register your Choremaster with the factory. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON THIS

CARD AND RETURN IT TO THE FACTORY - ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE DONE THIS, WILL

YOUR GUARANTEE APPLY. THE SERIAL NUMBER OF YOUR CHOREMASTER IS ON THE

RIGHT SIDE BRACKET. PLEASE DO NOT INDICATE THE ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER WHEN

OBTAINING REPAIR PARTS OR INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR CHOREMASTER.

Customer Sugges·tions
The Lodge & Shipley Company will appreciate any worthwhile idea for the improvement of the unit, or for new

attachments. Both you and Lodge & Shipley want your Choremaster to be the most serviceable outdoor machine

tool available.



• Products Manufactured by

THE' LODGE & SHIPLEY COMPANY
Special Products Division 800 EVANS STREET CINCINNATI 4. OHIO

• Choremaster Garden Tractors

• Power Take-Offs

• Belt Pulley Assemblies

.Garden Tractor Transmissions

• Riding Tractor Transmissions

• Stoker Transmissions

• Risselt Air Eliminator Valves
for Heating Systems

Machine Tool Division 3055 COLERAIN AVENUE CINCINNATI 25. OHIO

• Engin'e Lathes (12" to 25" Swing)

• Tool Room Lathes'

• Manufacturing Lathes

• Hollow Spindle Lathes

• Gap Bed Lathes

• Duomati~ Lathes

• Acme Turret Lathes

l'uhlirul inu Nil. ] ,tI{lO-]{;-~-"IL~. '1.-4& Printed in U.S.A.



SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
800 Evans Street

THE LODGE & SHIPLEY COMPANY
Cincinnati 4, Ohio

IMPORTANT!
READ BEFORE ASSEMBLING HANDLES

TO YOUR CHOREMASTER WITH CLINTON ENGINE
1-Loosen lock nuts "A" (See Diagram) and back out set screws. These set screws hold the rear bracket for-

the gas tank and also lock handles in position.

2-Next assemble the right hand handle "B"into the handle socket "C" in the right side frame. When placing
the handle in the handle socket, be sure that the locating spotted hole near the lower end of the handle is
located directly beneath the set screw "A" . Screw in this right hand setscrew and lock the handle in position.

3-With this handle now in position, attach the throttle control casing to the rear gas tank support by means
of clip provided at "D". Slide back the spring clip on end of throttle wire and connect hook end of wire
to spring on throttle lever and replace lock clip on end of wire. Loosen throttle wire clamp screw on throttle
control lever "E" and, with lever in up or closed position, draw throttle wire until sag is out of spring,
and throttle on engine is about to open. Then tighten clamp screw on throttle wire.

4-Insert left hand handle in handle socket on left side frame and tighten left side lock screw "A". Note that
the spotted hole in lower end of handle bar should be directly under lock screw.

5-In adjusting clutch shifting rod, remove clutch lever and rod assembly from the left handle by removing the
cotter pin and swivel pin at "R", (CAUTION: Do not lose small U-shaped clip which connects clutch lever
to clutch rod). Screw clutch shifter rod "I" five to seven turns into shifter finger swivel "J" which pro-
trudes thru the cored hole in the left side frame. Replace clutch lever on left side handle bar, replacing pin
through clutch lever and handle bar.

6-Checking Clutch Engagement. The clutch, actuated by clutch lever, is a jaw-toothed clutch located in
the hub of the wheel. To disengage this clutch the wheel assembly is shifted toward the left along the axle.
Take hold of the handle bars of the machine and slowly start compressing the clutch lever toward the
handle at the same time roll the machine back and forth on the wheel. Note that as you compress the clutch
lever the wheel starts to shift toward the left-along the axle. Continue compressing until the machine rolls
freely, indicating that the clutch has been disengaged. The clutch lever should now be compressed about
%" more before the lock latch drops in place. If the wheel does not rotate freely when the latch lever has
the clutch lever locked in the declutch position, the clutch lever is removed from the handle bar and the rod
tightened two more turns by turning it clockwise; the above procedure is followed until the clutch adjust-
ment is completed. Then insert and lock cotter pin.

7-Bolt handle cross member in place with clamps, bolts, nuts, and lock washers provided. A bolt goes thru
clamp and cross member and another thru clamp and handle bar.

PUBLICATION NO. 1000-15-2 M.L.S. 8·47 (CLINTON ENGINE) --


